Problem E

CRYPTIC FRAGMENTS
File name: E.{java,c,cpp}

• "Calgary Collegiate Programming Contest"
• "Compete in Java, C, C++"
• "Visit our web page for more details"
As exciting as these sentence fragments look on a poster, they don't exactly get people lining
up to participate. Therefore the contest organizers decided to come up with one more
enticing fragment to add to their poster. They decided it would be a space-separated subset
of the following words.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Challenges"
"Confusion"
"Enlightenment"
"Fragrance"
"Frustration"
"Glory"
"Pizza"
"Pop"
"Prizes"
"Tiredness"

After many hours of contemplating which spaceseparated subset to use, one organizer finally suggested
the fragment be clever, mysterious, intriguing, and
alluring. The fragment should be cryptic-ordered!

A not so cryptic poster

The acronym of "Calgary Collegiate Programming Contest", CCPC, is a cryptic-"iendly
acronym because it is composed of exactly two letters (in this case C's and P's). CCPC's
cryptic acronym is PPCP because their two letters are exchanged. There are a number of
fragments composed of space-separated subsets from the above list whose acronym is PPCP,
including "Pop Prizes Confusion Pizza" and "Prizes Pizza Challenges Pop", all of which are
called cryptic because their acronym is the cryptic acronym. The lexicographically-first cryptic
"agment, "Pizza Pop Challenges Prizes" in this case, is called the cryptic-ordered "agment.
Therefore "Pizza Pop Challenges Prizes" was added to the poster and the results were
evident. Just look around you.
Given a title and a list of words, output the title's cryptic-ordered "agment.
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Program Input
The input begins with T (1 ≤ T ≤ 100) on its own line, the number of test cases. For each test
case, the first line are integers N (1 ≤ N ≤ 100) and M (1 ≤ M ≤ 100), N being the number of
words in the title and M being the number of words in the list. The second line contains the
title, N words separated by a single space. The next M lines contain one list word each, none
of which are repeated in the same test case. Each list word and title word are alphabetic: the
first letter is upper case, and the restccpc are lowercase.

Program Output
Output the title’s cryptic-ordered "agment. If the title does not have a cryptic-"iendly acronym,
output "No cryptic-friendly acronym" on its own line. If there is no cryptic-ordered "agment,
"No cryptic-ordered fragment" on its own line.

Sample Input & Output
INPUT

OUTPUT

3
4 3
Alberta Collegiate Programming Contest
Easy

No cryptic-friendly acronym
Consume Crocodilic Animals
No cryptic-ordered fragment

Edmonton
Upcoming
3 3
Alligator Appreciation Club
Crocodilic
Animals
Consume
4 3
Order Of The Termites
Take
Out
Time
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